Library Exhibit Highlights Book and Movie Collections

Feb. 10, 2014

A new exhibit at Pollak Library, "Books That Made The Cut," is a two-part display that highlights the library's book and movie collection and Southern California's unique place in the movie industry. One part consists of books that encapsulate the original idea that spawned a movie, such as "Les Miserables" by Victor Hugo. The second part displays books that are involved with other aspects of the movie industry, such as special effects, costumes, actors' biographies and more. The exhibit also includes original movie posters that create a timeline going back to 1903. The exhibit curators are reference and instruction librarians Joy Lambert, Joy Sage, Lettycia Terrones and Jie Tian.

The exhibit is on display through April 1 next to the Atrium Gallery on the library's first floor.
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